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Massive exoplanets observed at large orbital separation
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→ How to form massive planets at large orbital separation?

1 - Core-accretion formation scenario
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Massive exoplanets observed at > 20-30 AU:
- are very unlikely to have formed in-situ,
-
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Disc-planet interaction →
planet's orbital migration

1 - Core-accretion formation scenario
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Disc-planet interaction →
planet's orbital migration

- are unlikely to have migrated from regions where they could have
formed within the core-accretion scenario (typically ~5-10 AU)

A brief summary of planet migration
1 – « Low-mass » planet (type I migration)
The planet exchanges angular
momentum with1
1. the circulating fluid elements,
through the propagation of spiral
density waves
→ differential Lindblad torque
drives migration inwards
Ward 1997

streamlines

horseshoe region

2. the librating fluid elements:
→ corotation torque
drives migration inwards or outwards

Gas density perturbed by a 10 Earth-mass planet

Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley 2011
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Assuming a 2D non-magnetized viscous disc

A brief summary of planet migration
2 – « Massive » planet (type II migration)
q = 10-3
h = 0.05
-3
α = 4x10

Massive planets progressively
deplete their horseshoe region
and open a deep gap
→ corotation torque vanishes,
Lindblad torque is reduced
Inward migration

When do planets open a gap?

Crida et al. 2006

q: planet-to-primary mass ratio

Gas density perturbed by a Jupiter-mass planet

h: disc aspect ratio, h = cs / vk
α: disc alpha viscosity parameter

A brief summary of planet migration
3 – « Intermediate-mass » planet ?
Planets that marginally satisfy
the gap-opening criterion open
a partial gap
→ additional corotation torque due

to fluid elements flowing across the
horseshoe region, which scales with
the planet's migration rate
possible runaway migration in
Masset & Papaloizou 2003
massive discs

Gas density perturbed by a Saturn-mass planet

planet migrates from
5 AU to 3 AU in only
15 orbits!

2 - Formation by fragmentation of massive discs
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Possible fast formation at large separation
by gravitational instability (GI) ...
e.g. Rafikov (2005), Stametellos & Whitworth (2008),
Boley et al. (2010)...

… but what about migration?

2 - Formation by fragmentation of massive discs
Mayer et al. (2002, 2004), Boss (2005), Vorobyov & Basu (2006,
2010), Cha & Nayakshin (2011), Machida et al. (2011)
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Recurrent episodes of planet formation
& fast inward migration

→ several clumps may form, some may merge. They are usually
observed to migrate inwards on very short timescales, although in
some disc models migration seems to be (or become) marginal.

Migration of a single planet formed by GI: our approach
Aim: migration of a single planet,
assumed to have formed by GI
Strategy:
. first set up a ~ steady state
gravitoturbulent disc (no fragmentation!)
. restart with including a single planet
with mass ~ clump formed by GI, and
follow the planet's orbital evolution

Migration of a single planet formed by GI: our approach
Aim: migration of a single planet,
assumed to have formed by GI
Strategy:
. first set up a ~ steady state
gravitoturbulent disc (no fragmentation!)
. restart with including a single planet
with mass ~ clump formed by GI, and
follow the planet's orbital evolution
Numerical method:
. 2D hydrodynamical code FARGO with
self-gravity and energy equation +
simple prescription for the disc cooling

Shock heating (artificial bulk viscosity)

with

(constant β>15)

Gravitoturbulent state
Example: disc model with β=20, after 30 orbits at 100 AU
t=0
~ R-3/2
disc mass ~ 0.25 M٭
h ~ 0.1

Gravitoturbulent state
Example: disc model with β=20, after 30 orbits at 100 AU
t=0
~ R-3/2
disc mass ~ 0.25 M٭
h ~ 0.1

<α>
→ disc reaches a gravitoturbulent
state with uniform Toomre Q and
<α> viscosity parameters

Restart simulations with a planet inserted at 100 AU
Clump's mass estimate based on
fragmentation of spiral arms:

Mp ~ h3 M٭

Boley et al. 2010

In our disc model, h ~ 0.1 at 100 AU,
so Mp ~ 1 Jupiter-mass if assuming a
Sun-like star
→ 3 planet masses with to Mp / (h3
M*) = 0.3, 1 and 5, corresponding to
Saturn, Jupiter and 5 Jupiter
Jupiter-mass planet embedded in a
gravitoturbulent disc

NB: for each planet mass, a series of
8 runs was performed with varying
the planet's azimuth at restart

Rapid inward migration
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Take-away results
- very fast inward migration, regardless of the planet mass;
averaged migration timescale typically less than 104 yrs!
- even the 5-Jupiter mass planet won't open a gap (no time to do so);
there is no runaway migration at work
- smaller planets are more sensitive to stochastic kicks

Rapid inward migration
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Jupiter
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Stochastic kicks
= random additional corotation torque
arising from the gravitoturbulent
density perturbations

What about in similar viscous disc models?
Comparison to disc models with constant
alpha viscosity + axisymmetric part of the
disc self-gravity:
- migration also fast, though ~ slower than in
the gravitoturbulent runs
- migration faster with a radiative energy
equation due to a negative entropy-related
corotation torque

azimuth →

radius →

Relative perturbation
of gas entropy

- migration timescale in decent agreement
with estimated timescale for type I migration
Paardekooper, Baruteau Crida & Kley 2010
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uniform Toomre-Q parameter +
uniform cooling time to orbital period ratio

→ entropy profile increasing with radius,
therefore fast inward migration...

Conclusions and perspectives
- a planet embedded in its nascent gravitoturbulent disc
should rapidly migrate inwards on short timescales,
despite the stochastic kicks due to gravitoturbulence
- migration timescale is essentially that of type I
migration in the absence of turbulence. No gap!
- caveats / future projects:
. more realistic treatment of disc cooling
. formation of multiple clumps / planets
. HR8799? Possible capture into mean-motion
resonance of planets formed by GI?

1 - Core-accretion formation scenario
An exception to this general trend: migration of a pair of massive resonant planets
Masset & Snellgrove 2001, Crida et al. 2009

Courtesy of F. Masset

2 Jupiter-mass planet →

← 6 Jupiter-mass planet

Crida et al. 2009

Massive exoplanets observed at > 20-30 AU:
- are very unlikely to have formed in-situ,
- are unlikely to have migrated from regions where they could have
formed within the core-accretion scenario (typically ~5-10 AU)

